2L Summer Positions
Name of
Position
2L Summer
Associate
Program

2L 2022
Summer
Program

Chicago 2L
Summer
Associate Intellectual
Property

Description
The Summer Associate position in GLCR is part of
the overall Summer Associate Program at AIG.
Joining the AIG Summer Associate Program is a
great way to enhance your business and legal
acumen and gain insight into our industry.
Summer Associates are placed into meaningful
and influential roles that have an immediate and
integral impact on the business. The Summer
Associate Program lasts approximately 10 weeks.
After initial orientation and intensive training,
Summer Associates will join GLCR, which offers a
unique opportunity to obtain core technical
knowledge and professional skills in a diverse and
global environment. In addition to the experience
acquired on the job, Summer Associates have the
opportunity to learn directly from senior
management, and participate in webinars,
discussion forums, organized legal training
session, and networking receptions. Summer
Associates establish goals with their managers
during the first week, and the goals are measured
at the mid and end points of the summer.
Successful Summer Associates may be considered
for a full-time associate position to begin in the
fall of 2023.
The Orange County office is accepting application
materials from rising 2L candidates for the 2022
Summer Program for our Litigation and Real
Estate practice areas. Please submit your cover
letter, resume, entire 1L transcript (unofficial is
acceptable), and brief writing sample, all in PDF
format. Include your practice area of interest in
your cover letter.
Vedder Price is accepting applications from
second-year law students for a 2022 Summer
Associate position working with the Intellectual
Property Practice Group in the Chicago Office.
The Summer Associate Program is our most
valuable source of junior associates. We strive to
make it an experience that translates into your
future success as an associate at our firm. As an
Intellectual Property Summer Associate at Vedder
Price, you can expect rapid integration into our
firm’s practice through substantive work
assignments, observation opportunities and
training sessions.

Application
Period/
Deadline

Application Materials Required

Link
to App.

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Application

N/A – Apply
Now

Cover Letter
Resume
1L transcript
Writing sample

Application

N/A – Apply
Now

Resume
Unofficial transcript
Writing sample

Application
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Name of
Position

2L Summer
Legal
Internship
Program

2L Summer
Associate
Program

2022 2L
Summer
Associate with
Nixon Peabody
LLP

Description
The goal of the 2L Summer Legal Internship
Program at Travelers is to hire and develop high
potential candidates and provide meaningful
experiences with and exposure to seasoned
attorneys in order to conduct legal research, draft
briefs and motions, and observe proceedings in
various courts. Travelers’ 2L Summer Legal
Interns become a part of an extensive network of
attorneys from a variety of backgrounds and past
work experiences.
The Inhouse Coverage firm at Travelers - Claim
Legal is seeking a second-year law student for a
legal intern position for summer of 2022. The
position will be full-time during the summer with
the possibility of part-time work during the 20222023 school year if there is mutual interest.
The Inhouse Coverage firm represents Travelers
in state and federal court in the litigation of a
wide range of Commercial and Personal lines
coverage disputes. The legal intern will work as
part of the Inhouse Coverage firm and will assist
the firm’s attorneys in litigating coverage disputes
from inception through appeal. That will include
attending oral arguments and court appearances,
drafting offensive and defensive pleadings,
reviewing discovery, drafting motions, and
participating in depositions.
This internship begins on June 7, 2022 and runs
through August 12, 2022 with flexibility on the
end date.
As a Summer Associate, you will gain hands-on
experience working closely with mentors and
colleagues as you are challenged with
meaningful, business-critical projects.
Additionally, you will gain an understanding of
AIG's business and the role of GLCR, and you will
be able to draw on this experience as you
consider your future career plans.
Our 2L summer associates provide legal research,
writing, discovery and other substantive support
for attorneys. As a 2L summer associate in the
Rochester office, you will have the opportunity to
work on a variety of assignments in multiple
areas for our business partners and clients. You
will also receive substantive feedback and
mentoring on assignments.

Application
Period/
Deadline

Application Materials Required

Link
to App.

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Application

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Application

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Application
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Name of
Position

Description

Summer
Associate 2022

Williams Parker is seeking second year law
students (2Ls) for its ten-week summer 2022
associate program. Our Summer Associate
Program offers 2L students an opportunity to
engage in intellectually stimulating work that is
indicative of real associate life. It is designed to
meet two goals: (i) to introduce you to life in
Sarasota as a Williams Parker attorney, and (ii) to
provide you with the experience and tools to
ensure your long-term success at our firm or
another law firm.
At the cornerstone of our summer program is the
“Big Project”—an opportunity for our summer
associates to gain a realistic sense of law firm life
and work. Each of the firm’s practice areas
prepares several in-depth research assignments,
from which students select to focus a significant
portion of their clerkship. Each summer associate
will work closely with a designated attorney to
develop their project, conducting significant
research and writing, and receiving valuable
feedback and guidance throughout the process.
At the culmination of the project, students will
make oral presentations of their projects to
attorneys from across the firm.
We are currently interviewing second year law
students for a 2020 summer position, which will
hopefully result in a full time associate position in
2021.
We offer a unique opportunity for candidates
who are interested in opening their own personal
injury or appellate law firm. Over the course of
five years, you will receive structured training and
an opportunity to work on cases with national
significance. You will also receive business,
marketing, and personal advancement guidance
that is generally not provided to associates at
other firms.
Halverson Northwest Law Group, PC, one of
Central Washington’s leading full-service law
firms, typically hires one to two 2L Summer
Associates each year. We are seeking applicants
who demonstrate high academic achievement,
strong interpersonal skills, and a genuine desire
to practice law in Central Washington.
At work, Summer Associates interact directly with
firm attorneys and work on projects in a variety
of practice areas. After hours, Summer Associates
get to know our lawyers and the Yakima area
through firm-sponsored social events. Our
Summer Associates’ legal training at Halverson
Northwest—paired with Yakima’s proximity to
world class outdoor activities, festivals, third
wave coffee, wine tasting, breweries, and
sunshine—leads to a meaningful and valuable
learning experience.

2L Law Student
Associate

Summer
Associates

Application
Period/
Deadline

Application Materials Required

Link
to App.

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

2l Summer
Associate
Jobs,
Employme
nt |
Indeed.co
m

N/A – Apply
Now

Cover letter
Resume
Writing sample

2l Summer
Associate
Jobs,
Employme
nt |
Indeed.co
m

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

2l Summer
Associate
Jobs,
Employme
nt |
Indeed.co
m
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Name of
Position

Description

Summer
Associate /
Law Clerk

Konare Law Summer Associate Program’s goal is
to position the Firm to continue be the leader in
removal and deportation proceedings in the next
100 years and beyond by doing the following
things well:
-To identify future leaders of the bar and train
them to be great litigators;
-To receive feedback from talented students to
continuously improve our processes and delivery
of our services to our clients; and
-To recruit the best and brightest amongst those
summer associates whose dedication to the
practice of law is unparalleled.
This goal is accomplished by engaging the law
students in a 10-week intensive training that will
touch on all aspects of immigration law, from
litigation to non-litigation cases with many court
appearances and ICE check-ins in-between.
Each summer we offer 2L students the
opportunity to intern with our firm for
approximately 8 weeks in our Florham Park, NYC,
Syracuse, Philadelphia & Hartford offices. As a
summer associate, you will receive challenging
responsibilities and opportunities. You will work
alongside our partners and associates, contribute
to trials, and take part in depositions and client
conferences. We provide our summer associates
a stimulating, real world experience to prepare
them to take on the responsibilities of a
practicing attorney.
Macomber Law offers a ten-week summer
program for high-achieving students interested in
the practice of real property law. This is an
opportunity for 1L and 2L students to work in a
for-profit legal environment to see if our practice
meets your expectations. Work side-by-side with
experienced real property attorneys on
transactional and litigation-related client matters.
This is a hands-on opportunity to get to know
whether the practice of real estate law is for you.
At the end of our program, you'll receive an
employment review addressing the following
aspects of your job performance.
Barclay Damon’s summer associate positions
offer real-world experience in a fast-paced
environment. Participants work with attorneys
and other professionals on active client matters
and participate in significant training and
professional networking.
We have our pioneering Diversity 1L Summer
Associate Program, which involves paid
internships for first-year law students from
groups historically underrepresented within the
legal profession. We also have our paid 2L
Summer Associate Program, which focuses on
providing legal training in specific practice areas
for a work experience that closely mirrors what
can be expected during their first few years of
practice as an associate.

Associate

Attorney

Summer
Associate

Summer
Associate

Application
Period/
Deadline

Application Materials Required

Link
to App.

N/A – Apply
Now

Cover letter
A story about yourself – Why Konare
law?
Resume
Legal Writing Sample
Transcripts

2l Summer
Associate
Jobs,
Employme
nt |
Indeed.co
m

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

2l Summer
Associate
Jobs,
Employme
nt |
Indeed.co
m

April 1

Resume
Transcript
Legal writing sample

2l Summer
Associate
Jobs,
Employme
nt |
Indeed.co
m

N/A –

N/A – Apply on Website

1L and 2L
Summer
Associate
Programs |
Barclay
Damon

Apply Now
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Name of
Position
Summer
Associate

Summer
Associate

2L Summer
Legal Internship

Summer
Associate

Description
Each summer, Gunster offers a select group of 2L
law students the opportunity to experience and
participate in ongoing client matters across
multiple practices.
The Summer Associate Program is open to law
students who have completed two years of
coursework. Typically, four to eight summer
associates work at the firm – among several of
our offices – each year. Participation in this
program can be the first step to becoming a
Gunster attorney.
Summer associates gain valuable, real-world
experience in a diverse, business-focused law
firm.
At Edelson, our Summers contribute immediately
and are given substantive assignments, not only
researching key issues and drafting briefs, but
also participating in high-level case strategy and
decision-making. We encourage our Summers to
dive in, take ownership over complex
assignments, and show us what they're made of.
2L's get paid $3,200 per week, plus a
discretionary signing bonus ranging between
$5,000 and $25,000 for each Summer Associate
who receives and accepts an offer of full-time
employment at the conclusion of the summer.
The goal of the 2L Summer Legal Internship
Program at Travelers is to hire and develop high
potential candidates and provide meaningful
experiences with and exposure to seasoned
attorneys in order to conduct legal research, draft
briefs and motions, and observe proceedings in
various courts. Travelers’ 2L Summer Legal
Interns become a part of an extensive network of
attorneys from a variety of backgrounds and past
work experiences.
The Inhouse Coverage firm at Travelers - Claim
Legal is seeking a second-year law student for a
legal intern position for summer of 2022. The
position will be full-time during the summer with
the possibility of part-time work during the 20222023 school year if there is mutual interest.
Polsinelli is always looking for bright, enthusiastic
law students with an eye towards developing a
career to join our summer associate program. Our
summer associates have an opportunity to work
alongside associates and shareholders on
significant legal matters gaining first hand law
firm experience. Roles and responsibilities of a
summer associate include, but are not limited to,
drafting a variety of legal documents such as
motions, memos and organizational documents;
interpreting laws, rulings, and regulations;
examining legal and other data to determine
strategies for clients; and analyzing the probable
outcomes of cases, negotiations and other legal
transactions.

Application
Period/
Deadline

Application Materials Required

Link
to App.

N/A- Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Gunster's
2L Summer
Associate
program

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Careers Edelson PC

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

2L Summer
Legal
Internship
Program
(myworkda
yjobs.com)

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

viDesktop
(polsinelli.c
om)
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Name of
Position
Summer
Associate

Summer
Associate

Summer
Associate

Description
As an MWM Summer Associate, you will explore
and experience our dynamic firm, our
community, and the clients we serve – from
startups to Fortune 50 companies. The associate
clerkship is typically 6 weeks and we offer first
and second half summer sessions.
Our broad spectrum of practices and
entrepreneurial energy allows each Summer
Associate exceptional opportunities to work on a
variety of projects with many of our practice
groups. Your summer experience at the firm will
give you a realistic view of what it is like to
practice law here.
Our 2L Summer Associate Program is designed to
provide law students with a true picture of what
it is like to practice law as a full-time associate at
Pullman & Comley. As part of the Summer
Associate Program, law students work closely
with attorneys, participate in day-to-day activities
and make important contributions to projects
involving a variety of practice areas.
In addition to working closely with attorneys, 2L
summer associates assist in assignments outside
the office, including trials, hearings, depositions
and real estate and corporate closings. Summer
associates also participate in the same training
programs and department meetings as full-time
associates. Every effort is made to give summer
associates an authentic law firm practice
experience.
Every summer for more than forty years, we have
hired law school students from around the
country to participate in our summer associate
program. Our recruiting efforts are exhaustive
and deliberative — and with good reason: we hire
our summer associates with the expectation that
they will excel in the program and join us as firstyear associates after they have completed law
school, and we hire first-year associates with the
expectation that they will thrive in the firm and
become valuable members of one of our diverse
practices. We’re not just hiring bodies to fill our
summer program — we’re hiring colleagues.
The goal of our summer associate program is to
provide our summer associates with a realistic
sense of what it is like to work for Hodgson Russ.
We provide our summer associates with
opportunities to do meaningful work on actual
client matters, to participate in training programs
along with our associates, and to get to know our
lawyers and one another through a variety of
social events.

Application
Period/
Deadline

Application Materials Required

Link
to App.

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Summer
Associate
Program –
Munck
Wilson
Mandala

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Summer
Program
FAQs:
Pullman &
Comley
(pullcom.co
m)

N/A – Apply
Now

N/A – Look at Online Application

Summer
Associate
Program:
Hodgson
Russ LLP
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Name of
Position
Emerson
Collective
Youth
Collaborative
Summer
Internship
Summer
Internship
Program –
Nassau County
NY Courts

Description

Application
Period/
Deadline

Application Materials Required

Link
to App.

We are recruiting rising college sophomores,
juniors, and seniors for an immersive summer
internship who are committed to helping
communities, are passionate about social justice
and are inspired to drive change in our world. We
are looking for interns who are motivated to lead.

Deadline is
02/04/2022

Application

Application

The New York State Courts, Nassau County is
seeking interns for the Summer of 2022. Positions
are available with Judges in the Supreme,
Surrogates, County, Family and District Court.
Part time and full time positions are available.
These are unpaid positions. The position entails
legal research and assisting in the preparation of
decisions, memoranda and orders as well as
observation of trials, conferences and other court
procedures. Program also includes weekly
lectures on litigation topics as well as trips to
various law related locations.

N/A Open
Now

Cover Letter
Resume

Please
forward
cover letter
and resume
as soon as
possible to
NassauInter
ns@nycour
ts.gov.
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